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ABSTRACT
Road detection is one of the most important research areas
in driver assistance and automated driving field. However,
the performance of existing methods is still unsatisfactory,
especially in severe shadow conditions. To overcome those
difficulties, first we propose a novel shadow-free feature extractor based on the color distribution of road surface pixels.
Then we present a road detection framework based on the
extractor, whose performance is more accurate and robust
than that of existing extractors. Also, the proposed framework has much low-complexity, which is suitable for usage
in practical systems.
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Figure 1: Comparison of various feature extractors.
illumination-sensitive: Y . Illumination-robust: H, S
and S 0 . Shadow-free: I 0 θ , I 0 α and I 0 b (ours).
while, shadow removal methods, which may perform better,
are too time-consuming for the real-time road detection task.
In this paper, we propose a low-complexity shadow-free feature extractor with better performance, especially in severe
shadow conditions (cf. Fig.1). Besides, we set up a general
framework for road detection based on the proposed extractor. Experiments show that road surfaces can be detected
accurately and efficiently through our extractor.
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Y

INTRODUCTION

Road detection constitutes a basis for many intelligent vehicle applications such as lane departure warning and lane
keeping assistance. The main task of road detection is to
detect the road area from an image captured by a camera mounted behind a car windshield. Although many efforts have been devoted using feature-based methods in this
area, most detection methods suffer from the interference of
shadow [3]. To overcome those difficulties, some researchers
proposed illumination-robust feature extractors [17, 27] while
others introduced shadow-free feature extractors [2, 16]. Although the shadow-free feature extractors can help improve
the performance of illumination-sensitive road detection, they
still cannot perform well in severe shadow conditions. Mean-

2.
2.1

RELATED WORK
Existing Road Detection Methods

Existing road detection techniques can be divided into two
broad categories: feature-based [4, 11, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23,
24, 25] and model-based methods [12, 13, 15, 28]. Featurebased methods utilize local visual features of interest, such
as gradient, color [11, 18, 20, 22], brightness [21, 24], texture [14], orientation [4] and their combinations [19, 23, 25],
which are relatively insensitive to road shapes but are sensitive to illumination effects. Especially, those methods are
vulnerable to the interference of severe shadows, which may
lead to false alarms in edge detection, texture extraction,
color segmentation [3], etc. On the contrary, model-based
methods apply global road models to match low-level features, which are more robust against illumination effects but
sensitive to road shapes. The reason lies in that the number
of predefined models is limited compared to practical scenarios. For example, the geometrical model proposed in [28]
contains only thirteen curvatures, which may not match all
kinds of road shapes such as S-curve. Besides, those methods may totally fail under severe shadow scenarios because
of model mismatch. As a conclusion, both existing featurebased and model-based road detection methods suffer from
severe shadows, thus a more robust method is critical to real
applications.
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Feature Extractors in Severe Shadow Cases
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where ρ1 , ρ2 and ρ3 are matrices respectively representing
the red(R), green(G) and blue(B) components of the raw image, p is the index of the normalizing components and index
q points to the remaining two components. The shadow-free
image I proposed in [7] is derived from the aforementioned
linear relationship as
I = exp(cosθ · log(χ1 ) + sinθ · log(χ2 )),
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Figure 2: Road and vegetation pixels on log G
-log B
G
(left) and G-B (right) plane.

their performance in severe shadow cases still needs to be
improved. To find why existing shadow-free extractors [2,
16] fail in severe shadow cases, we choose a shadowy road
image from ROMA dataset [21] and then map pixels of road
and vegetation regions into LCS. According to their basic assumption, the set of color surfaces of different chromaticities will form parallel straight lines in LCS. However,
the distribution is more like a quadratic function in severe
shadow conditions, and the two classes are mixed together
indistinguishably (cf. Fig.2 (left) ).

3.

OUR APPROACH

To obtain a new shadow-free feature extractor which is
robust against severe shadows, a more proper relationship
is required. Healey et al.[10] proved that the measured colors of homogeneous dielectric surfaces lie on a line passing
through the origin of RGB space. To verify that, we map
the road and vegetation pixels from aforementioned shadowy road image into RGB space. Since road and vegetation
can be treated as homogeneous dielectric surfaces, their corresponding pixels should be arranged in line shapes. Our
experimental results are in agreement with [10] except for
an offset between the intersection and origin (cf. Fig.3).
To see the offset more clearly, we project the pixels onto
the GB plane (cf. Fig.2 (right)), where the G and B components of the same material are distributed along a straight
line with an offset shown as the intercept of B axis. That
offset is ignored in [10]. We can use a linear function to accurately describe the relationships among road surface pixels
as
(r, c) ∈ road,

(5)

where r and c are the indexes of row and column indicating
the location of a road pixel, k is the slope of the straight line
and b is the intercept.
Define a matrix K as
G−b
,
(6)
K,
B

where θ is a camera-dependent parameter.
Álvarez and Ĺopez [2] applied that method to their shadowfree extractor I 0 θ for road detection. As shown in Eq.3, G is
used for normalization (p = 2; q = 1, 3) and the outermost
exponential operation is removed to improve the speed.
I 0 θ = cosθ · log(R/G) + sinθ · log(B/G)

0

Gr,c ≈ k ∗ Br,c + b,

(2)
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Vegetation
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To fight for the severe shadow interferences, feature extractors are employed in the pre-processing stage to obtain a grayscale feature image, in which illumination effects
are reduced. Two kinds of feature extractors are studied:
illumination-robust and shadow-free extractors.
Illumination-robust feature extractors. In RGB space,
the brightness and color information are mixed together for
three components, thus they are vulnerable to the impact
of shadow. To solve this problem, color space conversion is
often employed [11, 18, 20] to extract the brightness information into a separate component, such as I of HSI, L of Lab
and Y of YUV. The remaining two components are suitable
for road detection since they only contain color information
which is relatively illumination-insensitive. Take HSI as an
example, H component can be employed to extract road features [20], and S component is suitable to extract roadside
vegetation [26]. However, color components are unstable in
severe shadow cases (cf. Fig.1). An illumination-robust feature called S’ is presented in [27] to accommodate both the
severe shadow cases and weak shadow cases.
Shadow-free feature extractors. Since shadows still
exist in the extracted component via illumination-robust extractors, the road boundary may not be recovered well in
some cases [27]. To completely remove the shadow interferences, some researchers try to find underlying features
which are invariant to illumination effects. Log-chromaticity
space (LCS) [7] is often employed to recover a shadow-free
image. Under the condition that an image is captured by
a narrow-band camera with approximately Planckian illumination and Lambertian surfaces, Finlayson et al.[7] show
that the set of color surfaces of different chromaticities forms
parallel straight lines in the LCS. The band-ratio chromaticity is defined as
ρq
, q{1, 2, 3}, q 6= p, j = 1, 2,
(1)
χj =
ρp

1
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log(B/G)
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(3)

Maddern et al.[16] proposed another form of illumination
invariant imaging and applied it to vision-based localization,
mapping and classification for autonomous vehicles. Their
extractor I 0 α is defined as
I 0 α = (1 − α) · log(R) + α · log(B) − log(G) + 0.5,

(4)

sinθ
)
cosθ+sinθ

where α is a camera dependent parameter (α =
and 0.5 is an offset term.
As shown in Fig.1, shadow-free feature extractors perform
better than illumination-robust extractors in weak shadow
cases since the shadows are completely removed. However,

Figure 3: Road and vegetation pixels in RGB space.
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We find that the optimal range for ROMA dataset is
[m∗ , n∗ ] = [0.84, 1.58], as shown in Fig.4 (right). To facilitate normalization (cf. Eq.11) and make our extractor
more concise, [m, n] = [1, 2] are used to approximate the
[m∗ , n∗ ] and our extractor I 0 b is derived (cf. Eq.12).
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To apply our extractor to road detection task, we present
a general road detection framework based on feature extractors. The framework takes an RGB image as input and
outputs a binary image where 1 denotes road pixel and 0
denotes non-road pixel. Our road detection framework is
summarized as follows:

Figure 4: Histogram of K (left) and the optimal
range (m∗ , n∗ ) for ROMA dataset (right).
whose elements in the road area are approximately a constant (cf. Eq.7). The intercept b can be obtained by polynomial fitting among the road pixels on GB plane. Besides,
experiments show that all images captured by the same camera can share one b, so b can be explained as an intrinsic
parameter of each color camera like θ of I 0 θ (Eq.3) and α
of I 0 α (Eq.4). Therefore, we only need to do an off-line
calibration once for one camera.
Gr,c − b
≈k
(7)
∀(r, c) ∈ road → Kr,c =
Br,c

1. Region of interest (ROI) determination. Limit the following processing in ROI to avoid meaningless opera
tions on irrelevant regions.
2. Feature Extraction. Apply an extractor to the image
in ROI and output a grayscale image.
3. Filtering. Remove the noise introduced when performing feature extraction.

To design an efficient extractor, we need to analyze the
distribution of K. For each sub-dataset of ROMA, we plot
the histogram of K to each pixel in all images as shown in
Fig.4 (left). Let Kmin and Kmax be the minimum and maximum of K. Unevenly distributed of K makes it inefficient to
use the whole range [Kmin , Kmax ] to form the shadow-free
component. Thus, we need to choose a dominant subrange
(m, n) to make it more compact.
Let H be the overall histogram of ROMA dataset. We
compute the optimal range [m∗ , n∗ ] ⊂ [Kmin , Kmax ] for
ROMA dataset via
(m∗ , n∗ ) = argmax{g(m, n) − c(m, n)},

4. Segmentation. Segment the grayscale image into several regions (set of pixels) and output a labeled image.
5. Connected Component Analysis. Find the region with
the largest area (cardinality of set) and output a binary
image indicating that region.
6. Morphological Filtering. Applying morphology image
operation using a structuring element to separate the
road from other areas.
7. Holes filling. Road markings will produce holes in the
obtained area. Filling the holes to obtain a complete
road area.

(8)

(m,n)

where g(m, n) is defined as
g(m, n) ,

n
X
i=m

H(i)/

KX
max

4.
H(i),

(9)

4.1

i=Kmin

Shadow-Free Extractor

Effectiveness. We test our extractor on a public dataset
[9]. Different from all other extractors, our results look like
a natural image except that the shadows are disappeared.
As sample images shown in Fig. 6, our extractor is robust
against images of a wide range of materials and surface textures. It also retains the texture (e.g. road, brick and wood)
and details (e.g. handwriting) well compared to other extractors, as shown in Fig.5.
Time Efficiency. We measure the average time and variance (µ ± σ) for extractors implemented with MATLAB
to process an image having 1280 × 1024 dots with a PC
equipped with an i7-3770 3.40 GHz CPU and 16GB RAM
(GPU acceleration is not used). Due to the low-complexity
of our extractor, it achieves the fastest speed compared with
others (cf. Table 1).

and c(m, n) is defined as
c(m, n) , (m − n)/(Kmax − Kmin ).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Table 1: Processing speed of feature extractors.
Extractors S 0 [27]
I 0 θ [2] I 0 α [16] I 0 b (Ours)
Time/ms 21.3±0.2 52.2±0.4 54.9±3.6 12.9±0.1

Figure 5: Shadowy images and the results of extractors. Complete results can be found on our website.
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Table 2: Pixel-wise measures (right) defined using
entries of a contingency table (left).
Result
RoadOthers

Ground-truth
Others Road

4.2

TN

FN

FP

TP

Measure
Quality
Precision
Recall
Effectiveness
Valid VRI =

Definition
P
ĝ = T P +FT P
+F N
TP
DR = T P +F P
P
DA = T PT+F
N
F = 2DR×DA
DR+DA

T P +T N
T P +T N +F P +F N

SSL

U pConvP oly

DDN

ours

Figure 6: Comparison with state-of-art methods.
Red areas denote false negatives, blue areas correspond to false positives and green areas represent
true positives.

≥ 0.8

Road Detection

To evaluate the performance of road detection, we adopt
pixel-wise measurements shown in Table 2. Quantitative
evaluations are provided using four error measurements: quality ĝ, precision DR (also known as detection rate), recall DA
(also known as detection accuracy) and effectiveness F . We
also use a qualitative measurement called valid road result
index VRI [1]: a detection result is valid (VRI = 1 ) if and
only if at least 80% of pixels are correctly classified. As [1]
suggested, road boundary pixels should be discarded when
computing those measurements to reduce the inherent error
of manual segmentation.
ROMA dataset. There are 10 sub-datasets of various
scenes, road types and illumination conditions in ROMA.We
manually labeled road area ground truth of all sub-datasets.
To make a fair comparison, different extractors are employed
in the same road detection framework under the same parameter settings. In our implementation, the lower half of
image is selected as ROI in step 1. A graph-based image
segmentation algorithm introduced in [6] with the parameters σ = 1.2, k = 300 and min = 1000 is employed in
step 4. Since the algorithm already has a parameter σ to
smooth the image, a 5 × 5 median filter is employed in step
3 to filter the extracted feature image. Finally, morphology
opening using a structuring element of 8 × 8 disk is applied
in step 6 to separate the road from other areas. As shown in
Table 3, detection results based on the proposed extractor
outperform the others in both quantitative and qualitative
measurements, especially in adverse lighting conditions.
KITTI-ROAD dataset [8]. To test the performance on
challenging KITTI-ROAD dataset, we compare our result
with that of the state-of-art top 3 methods accessible on
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Figure 7: Improve edge detection via our extractor.
the KITTI benchmark website1 . As shown in Fig.6, our
detection result shows more accuracy than that of the stateof-art methods. Besides, we test three edge detectors (Sobel,
Canny and Structured Edge [5]) in severe shadow cases. As
shown in Fig.7, using the shadow-free image obtained by our
extractor can achieve a better result. Also, the false color
segmentation caused by severe shadow can be avoided by
employing our extractor as a preprocessing step, as shown
in Fig.8.
To encourage future works, we make the source code open,
as well as our labeled ground-truth for ROMA. More testing
results can be found on our project website2 .

Figure 8: Improve segmentation via our extractor.
Table 3: Performance on ROMA Dataset.
Complete dataset
ĝ
DR
DA
F
Y
.79 ± .17 .91 ± .12 .86 ± .17 .87 ± .12
S 0 [26]
.85 ± .18 .94 ± .11 .90 ± .17 .91 ± .12
I 0 θ [2]
.82 ± .23 .94 ± .12 .87 ± .23 .88 ± .18
I 0 α [16]
.79 ± .14 .83 ± .13 .95 ± .11 .87 ± .09
I 0 b (Ours) .92±.11 .96±.07 .96±.09 .96±.07
Adverse lighting conditions
ĝ
DR
DA
F
Y
.76 ± .16 .88 ± .14 .85 ± .18 .85 ± .12
S 0 [26]
.81 ± .20 .91 ± .14 .88 ± .19 .88 ± .14
I 0 θ [2]
.81 ± .20 .93 ± .11 .87 ± .21 .88 ± .14
I 0 α [16]
.77 ± .14 .81 ± .14 .95 ± .10 .86 ± .09
I 0 b (Ours) .92±.09 .96± .07 .96±.07 .96±.05

5.
V RI
63%
75%
72%
59%
93%

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a novel shadow-free feature extractor to improve the performance of road detection under
severe shadow conditions. The proposed extractor shows
robustness against different materials and illumination conditions. A road detection framework based on the proposed
extractor is built. Experimental results on public datasets
demonstrate the superior performance compared to other existing extractors. As a result, the novel extractor is well suitable to other computer vision tasks as well as autonomous
driving applications by its good performance and computational efficiency.

V RI
48%
67%
65%
48%
96%

1
2
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http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval road.php
https://github.com/baidut/OpenVehicleVision/
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